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ABSTRACT

The full set of extended BRS and anti-BRS symmetries are

derived for components of superconnection and gau^e superfield

using the N=2 harmonic superspaee. The quantization of N=2

supersymmetric theory is developed and the proof of its gauge

invariance is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, an appropriate formulation of N=2 extended supersymmetric

theories based on the harmonic superspaee (H.S) has been proposed [l].

Superfield perturbation methods for these theories have been developed in

refs.[2,3]. The first attempt to quantize these superfields, via gauge

fixing term was already made in ref.[l]. However, in the context of gauge

theories the standard requirement of local gauge invariance is replaced by

BRS invariance, introduced by Becchi,Rouet and Stora [4]. Because of its

crucial role for quantization, BRS invariance is useful in the proof of

renormalization and unitarity since there exist BRS invariant regulators- the

classical example being dimensional regularization. Furthermore,there are

two lines of thought regarding BRS invariance. One is geometrical and stems

from the analogy between ghosts, where their behaviour is governed by BRS transform-

ations, and :.nvariant one form "connection" on the invariance group manifold.

This suggests an attempt to put the ghosts and the potential farm into one

object of a more general type. The second approach is algebraic in the

sense that the analysis of invariant forms on a Lie group manifold can be

restricted to the Lie algebra of the invariance group.

The BRS symmetry has demonstrated its powerful validity in the

quantization of N=0 and N=l supersymmetric gauge theories. Recently,it

has been extensively used for the quantization of covariant (super) string

theories where it has found its most fruitful application. In our present

discussion, we shall extend the BRS techniques to N=2 supersymmetric gauge

theory using the harmonic superspaee. Furthermore, since a symmetry BRS

involves an extra symmetry called anti-BRS [5], we shall use both of them to

derive the most general BRS and anti-BRS invariant quantum Lagrangian.

Denoting the BRS and anti-BRS operators respectively by 6 and $ l

satisfying the well-known nilpotency and Grassmanian conditions, one has

the following statements.

If £ is the classical Lagrangian, one can requires:

i) «,<£„= 0 then ,£ can be replaced by J? + & $L .

~ To be submitted for publication.
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i i ) « , of = 0, anti-BRS invariance, of is replaced by «£+ *^<*

finally S i Jf = 0, BRS and anti-BRS invariances lead to che freedomAnd

We
In all cases, physical predicticns do not changs v*en ere shifts a£ - The

purpose of this paper is first, to establish the most general N=2 super-

symmetric action invariant under BRS and anti-BRS transformations, using the

HS techniques. Second,to show that the physical predictions in the BRS and

anti-BRS formalism are the same as those in the more standard approach.

The presentation is as follow. In Section 2 we give some preliminaries

on the analytic subspace AS and its differential forms. We define the

exterior derivative and the superconnection on AS which are necessary for

the development of BRS and anti-BRS constraints. In Section 3 we extend the

N=2 AS by introducing two unphysical coordinates. The derivation of these

symmetries has been motivated from the striking resemblance of N=2-super-

symmetric theories in AS and the usual N=l supersymmetric and ordinary

theories [6,7]. In section 4 we construct the most general quantum N=2

supersymmetric Lagrangian by requiring BSS and anti-BRS invariances, then we

give a proof of gauge invariance of the underlying theory.

The last section is devoted to conclusion.

2. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS ON N=2 ANALYTIC SUBSPACE

In the present section we define the exterior derivative and the

superconnection on the N=2 analytic subspace (A E). We strictly follow

the conventions and notations of ref. [1,2].

In the formalism of harmonic superspace the variables U. (1=1,2),

called Zweibeins, play ai ijiportant role in the construction of N=2 super-

symmetric theories with unconstrained superfields. This is achieved in the

analytic subspace ( A S ) defined by:

; . &;, &•:. ut (2.1)
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*i = 0 3; a , a = 1, 2.

The Zweibeins U7 satisfy the following properties:

(2.2)

The concept of differential forms can be easily extended to the (A S) since

the analogy to N=l superspace [8]. In fact the differentials dX , de

and d 1 transform as follow under general coordinate transformations

Ad'; -. dx; (2.3)

In the case of supersymmetric transformations in the (A S) given by

*•;
X 4 ' ••> e *

(2.4)

one has

dx1

A e
- u

= A o; (2.5)

comparing (2.3) and (2.5) one gets: dU - O. Consequently the exterior

derivative in the (A S) is then defined by
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where D~ and D~ are the covariant derivatives:

"5*

(2.6)

(2.7)

introduced in order to preserve supersymmetry. Therefore one can define in

the (A S) an analytic 1-form of U (1) charge equals to q

( a. 8 )

The analytic 1-form A can be expanded in terms of U harmonic

variables as

f » CU / • j 4 1

A t r \ J f\ / v ft+ " ^ ••111 IT r 1 i 1

I / i fk} "S ' , / \ { Jt A O • \J J U i ' • •— - • w" —̂̂ j • * " • "^ J * [2 Qi

Notice that the A and A charges are such that the conservation of the

UC(1) charge hoIds.

The harmonic delta function 6 q' (U ,U ) is defined by [3]

- F"V) (2.10)

with F (U) is an arbitrary function and where the 6 -function has the

formal harmonic expansion:
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with

n
An analytic superfield * satisfies the conditions,

with

(2.12)

This superfield can be viewed as a representation of a given gauge

group G. Its gauge transformation is given as usual by

(2.13)

where X is an analytic real parameter (D X^O),

The spinor derivatives (2.12) are automatically covariant with

respect to this group. Indeed, the gauge parameter X depends on harmonic

variables U and therefore the harmonic derivative

with (2.14)

is not covariant. To this end, one roust introduce a real analytic superfield

V , such that

i % -i^
(2.15)

with

the harmonic covariant derivative.

(2.16)
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The harmonic derivative (2,14) is, however, covariant with respect

to the so-called T-gauge group. In this latter, the gauge group parameters

x are U independent • As a consequence, the spinorial derivatives (2.7)

and (2.12) have to be covariantized. This is achieved by introducing the

following spinor connections

_ . p

(2.17)

where v is the real prepotential satisfying:

Therefore the x-covariant spinor derivatives are:

(2.18)

The vector covariant derivative is obtained from (2.18) as:

, X] - % (2.19)

In what follows we shall note a superconnection "1 form" on the (A*S) by

A . fl^d/; + fl d8+ + A;, de+oi . (220)

We now want to explore the BRS and anti-BRS symmetries in the N=2

(A S ) .

* For more details on this part see refs. [1,3] .
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3. EXTENDED BRS AND ANTI-BRS SYMMETRIES TO N=2 (A.S)

The physical motivation for introducing ghost fields ia that [9],

due to their unphysical statistic, they cancel the undesirable contribution

of unphysical degrees of freedom of the gauge field. The BRS and anti-BRS

equations may be understood as being the necessary conditions for the

cancellation between the unphysical and gh03t modes. To obtain these

constraints we shall extend the (A S) to

(3.1)y. - (2. ,?.*;) .
where 5, I' are anticommuting scalar variables.

A superfield in the extended (A S) (3,1) may be expanded as

where t (z ) satisfy the usual expansion (2.9).

The extended superconnection on extended (A.S) is given by:

(3.3)

C and C introduced in (3.3) are superconnections along the unphysical

directions £ and P . They will be interpreted as ghost and antighost

superfields.respectively. Notice that C and C are U°(l) chargeless

having mass dimensions equal to one. Consequently C and C , apart

from their statistics, are similar to the Howe-Stelle-Townsend hypermultiplet

[10].

The exterior derivative (2.6) becomes

d = J (3.4)

and the curvature form associated with the superconnection (3.3) is given by:

- 8 -



F = (3.5)

where
rO

A , fl
The flatness in unphysical directions i, , £' leads to the constraint :

F , dfl + fl.fl . F (3.6)

or equivalently:

= /l , (3.7)

The relation (3.?) also gives the BHS and anti-BRS transformations for the

components of the superconnection (3.3)

R = -

5

§" c
(3.8.1)

One notes that the last equation of (3.8.1) leaves the BRS transformation

of C and anti-BRS of C undetermined. A way to bypass this undetermination

is to introduce an auxiliary superfield b such that:

Then it follows from (3.8.1) and (3.8.2) that:

(3.a.2)

(3.8.3)
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We shall see hereafter that the introduction of the auxiliary superfield b

reflects the freedom to choose any gauge condition without affecting the

physics.

Let us now check the BRS and anti-BRS transformations for the

potential V++, Before that, we note that (3.8.1), (3.8.2) and (3.8.3)

can also be obtained by making a special gauge transformation taking the

gauge connection A to an equivalent configuration A. Indeed, one has

r*
M

rj

A = £fX fl eA
 + e * 3 e.X (3.9)

with

A .
Therefore we know that the only U-independent tensor in N=2 SYM theory

is the field strength V [1,2] which may be expressed after a gauge trans-

formation as

W = e w e - (3.10)

and written in terms of the real analytic superfield like:

A\T (3.11)

with A restricted to be an analytic superfield. However,for an infinites-

imal transformation one has;

(3.12)

using (3.2) one may write the explicit form of the analytic superfield V+

V

- 10 -



(3.13)

Identifying (3.12) and (3.13) one obtains

:4 •
(3.8.4)

Finally we note that the set of BRS and anti BRS transformations on analytic

superfields are analogous to those of H=0 ¥M theory. In what folios, we shall

require from the beginning the BRS and anti-BRS invariances in the

construction of the quantum lagrangian.

4. N=2 SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM LAGRANGIAN

In this section we build the most general, renormalizable, N=2

supersymmetric and ghoBt number conserving quantum Lagrangian by requiring

the BRS and anti-BRS invariances useful for the proof of renormalizability.

In such procedure we postulate that the independent superfields of the N=2

supersymmetric YM theory are the geometrical analytic superfields V , C, C

and the auxiliary superfield b which plays a crucial role. All these

superfields are in the adjoint representation H of a compact gauge group

G. Let T be the generators satisfying:

fa cwhere fa c are the structure constants and T(R) is the Casimir coefficient.

The classical Lagrangian is of course invariant under BRS and anti-

- 11 -

BRS symmetries since on the analytic superfield V these symmetries are

just gauge transformations with analytic superfields C and C as parameters.

It is given by:

(4.1)

and can be expanded in the (AS) as

In order to quantize the theory we shall add to the classical Lagrangian

the most general variation with respect to £ and t1 which depends on V

C, C and b. It reads as:

where a is a gauge parameter.

The Lagrangian (4.3) is obviously ghost number conserving. It does

not contain the auxiliary superfield since the mass dimension of b is

(+2) and:

? %' (4.4)

As the mass dimension of C and C are (+1), the corresponding one for the

4+ C
invertible operator M is (-2) and its U (1) charge is equal to four,

We note,by the way, that the action of & or S t on any Buperfield

4+
increases its mass-dimension by one unit. The operator M depends on

(A S) coordinates but superfield independent* It could be expanded in terms

of harmonic variables according to (2.9) and satisfies the condition

(4.5)
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Let us now show how a gauge fixing term cai be obtained in thisnec. To this

end, one computes i 4 , terms using (3.8.1), (3.8.2), (3.8,3) and (3.8.4).

One obtains

*e* J 'e+ du Trf _ tf+

* c

+c f V + + c

, cj
(4.6)

and

One recognizes in (4.6) the usual N=2 supersymmetric gauge fixing term

(D V = 0 ) and the kinetic term for ghost analytic superfields as in the

Faddeev-Popov procedure [2,3]. Therefore (4.6) and (4.7) contain 4-order

ghost-gauge superfield V and ghost-ghost couplings,respectively, analogous

to those which appear in the Curci-Ferrari form of the N=0 YM Lagrangian

[11].

Eliminating the auxiliary superfield b through its equation of

motion from (4.6) and (4.7). one gets the following form for the quantum

Lagrangian

where

and where — V D —g- D V is the gauge-fixing term. We note that

this procedure gives the most general N=2SYM Lagrangian in the sense that

the M is an arbitrary operator characterized by its U (1) charge and

mass dimension. One can say that we have a sort of freedom in the choice of

H operator.

In order to reproduce the Faddeev-Popov N=2SYM Lagrangian, we make

the choice

d _

using the following commutation relations:

, . 15

and

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

the gauge fixing term becomes

{ 1C J '

where

x n
dC

4+
M
4+

using (4.5) the M operator is determined by:

- 13 -



Mv

Hence the 4-ghost interaction appears in this choice as

(4.13)

. c]

J (4.14)

Note that the V + + quadratic term in <£ (4.2) is identical to the
GI

second term on the right hand side of«£ (4.12). However, adding (4.12) and

(4.14) to (4.2) we get

(4.15)

In the Feynman gauge, a =1, the first line of equation (4.15) reduces to

V Q V . The integration over 9's and harmonic variables in (4.15) can

be performed according to refs. [10,12] .

In what follows,we shall demonstrate that the above construction

leads to a gauge invariant S-matrlx. For this purpose, consider the

following generating functional

LC'
J

-H 5"?S_,

*.X6)
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where:

K = rrcl
(4.17)

with

*+ 4-t- 4+
and where, J , J and J are external analytic superfields associated

v c c'

to V , C and C, respectively.

Let us now expand (4.16) at first order in a, one has:

_ «p -Zo[-j] = F

(4.IS)

and consider the following Green function

LC1 * .(4.19)

If one performs in (4.19) the following transformations

(4.20)

one obtains;

- 16 -



exp i +

(4.21)

Note that in this derivation one postulates that the measure of the

functional integral is BRS and anti BRS invariant. The expansion of (4.21)

at first order in Ifc gives:

(4.22)

or equivalently

consequently

and finally

expi,i,ZK[j] ^ ftATSC DC1

( 4 .

Hence, one concludes that the addition of a term, such & S K, to the non-

abelian gauge supersymmetric action yields only to a redefinition of the

analytic superfields. As a consequence, the S-matrix remains invariant [13].

Finally, we note that BRS and anti-BRS invariances of the full action with

matter superfields reproduces Ward-identities of the theory.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have constructed the most general N=2 supersym-

metric quantum Lagrangian on the A S by requiring, first the BRS and anti-

BRS invariances and second the conservation of U (1) and Faddeev-Popov charges.

To achieve this,we have derived in a first part the BRS and anti-BRS

symmetries for the superconnection components as geometrical constraints on

the curvature form. Then, we have seen that for the gauge superfield the

gauge transformation is converted into BRS (anti-BRS) transformation with

analytic superfield C(C') as parameter. The quantization of N=2 super-

symmetric theory was done without specifying the gauge condition. For a

4+
particular choice of M operator (4.9) we reproduce the Faddeev-Popov

Lagrangian plus a new 4-order ghost-gauge superfields coupling and a 4-ghost

interaction as in the Curci-Ferrari form. As we have seen, at the final

step, in such procedure the gauge invariance of the S-matrix is manifest in

the sense that the addition of a BRS term leads simply to a redefinition of

the analytic superfields.

- 17 - - 18 -



We expect that, via the striking analogy with ordinary theories, the

renormalized N=2 supersymmetric theory can be achieved by constructing the

effective action and adding local counter-terms in the analytic superfields.

Therefore, we would like to point out that in our formalism we do not include

matter superfields and the non-abelian supersymmetric theory quantization

has been done for unbroken gauge symmetry. The quantization of the under-

lying theory, Aihere the Internal symmetry is spontaneously broken at the

tree level, Is actually under study.
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